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Aerosols

Coil Cleaners
Nu-Blast® Condenser Coil Cleaner
A “no-rinse formula” condenser coil cleaner in a convenient aerosol package.
Double action of high pressure blast and solvent cleaning restores efficiency of
condenser coils, quickly and easily. Perfect for removing grease & oil on condenser
coils. Nu-Blast formula is non-conductive, non-flammable and is great to use when
rinsing is not an option.
18 ounce can 4290-75

Nu-Brite®
A very effective degreaser and cleaner on condenser coils. It’s high
foaming characteristic will help push soil deposits out of the coil
and leave a clean and bright coil. It can also be used as a kitchen
degreaser by emulsifying stubborn, resistive grease deposits found
on coils located in kitchens. Product should be used where adequate
rinsing is available.

Coil Cleaners

18 ounce can

4291-18

Tri-Pow’r HD

Blackhawk®
An expanding foam coil cleaner. Formulated to deeply penetrate
the coil, it liquefies to quickly remove grease, grime, or oily soils
from deep within the coil. Blackhawk’s formulation is safe and
problem-free for cleaning evaporator or condenser coils in an
occupied building; produces no objectional fumes. It is particularly
effective on coils on refrigerators, coolers, and freezers located in
restaurants and other commercial establishments. NSF registered.
18 ounce can 4127-75

Cal-Blast®
A “no-rinse required,” coil cleaner with a powerful and effective
blasting spray. Cal-Blast dissolves stubborn, resistive deposits
and oils that are found to plug coils, particularly those found in
kitchen applications, and has a high dielectric strength and nonflammable formula that will not short out electrical equipment.
Quick-drying solvent that leaves no residue and has a pleasant
citrus scent.
20 ounce can
4132-20

Evap-Fresh® No Rinse Evaporator Coil
Cleaner & Disinfectant
A ready-to-use, no rinse evaporator coil cleaner and disinfectant
that effectively cleans as well as kills mold, slime and bacteria.
This one step disinfectant cleaner is perfect for air conditioners,
commercial air handling units, HVAC cooling coils, refrigeration
equipment and evaporator coils.
18 ounce can 4166-75

Evap Foam® No Rinse
A “no rinse”, high performance, heavy duty detergent, specifically
formulated with special surfactants and alkaline cleaners that
have been developed into a foaming, no-rinse product. The
aerosol product can be sprayed either right side up or upside
down, and is ideal for use on most coils, but particularly suited for
cooling or evaporator coils.
18 ounce can 4171-75

Tri-Pow’r HD aerosol provides a powerful foaming spray to assist in lifting debris
off of coils. It’s a detergent, degreaser and deodorizer – all in one convenient spray.
Suitable for any coil design, including microchannel. Tri-Pow’r HD can be used for
evaporator “no-rinse” applications where ample condensate will self-rinse the coil.
19 ounce can 4371-75

Adhesive Products
Spray Adhesive
A fast-drying, all-purpose product that provides a strong, water-resistant, flexible
bond. It is translucent and does not penetrate or soak material causing bleedthrough. Spray Adhesive is excellent for labeling, bonding, splicing and sealing
paper, cardboard, cloth, rubber, Styrofoam, canvas, leather, wood, and most
plastics.
11 ounce can 4080-04

Spray-n-Bond™
A wide web spray adhesive formulated specifically for insulation and duct liner
applications. It is ideal for porous surfaces. It is waterproof, flexible, transparent
and non-staining, and it can be used for both temporary or permanent bonds.
Formulated with the environment in mind, and contains no chloronated solvents or
ozone depleters.
12 ounce can 4369-75
12 ounce can 4369-85 (Low VOC)

Industrial Products
Electrical Contact Cleaner
Electrical Contact Cleaner cleans, lubricates, and protects electrical contacts
from corrosion, and is safe on most plastics. Cleaning action quickly removes
greases, dust, and oxidation, restores and maintains precision and efficiency to
the instrument and component. Includes extension tube for pinpointing application.
USDA Approved.
11 ounce can 4082-03
14 ounce can 4082-04 (Low VOC)

Deagreasing Solvent ef
An “environmentally friendly” degreasing solvent, specially formulated for cleaning
and degreasing equipment where washing or flushing is not possible. Simply spray
it on and wipe it off. Penetrates quick and deep, loosening and liquefying heavy
greases and tar. It is noncorrosive, nonstaining, and has a dielectric strength over
26,000 volts.
14 ounce can 4083-75
14 ounce can 4083-83 (Low VOC)
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Specialty Products

Specialty Products

Zinc Rich Cold Galvanizing

CleanVu Glass Cleaner

Highly resistant to nearly all forms of corrosion. Perfect for repairing
factory galvanized material damaged in shipment, welding, assembly,
etc. It’s 95% pure zinc film fuses itself to iron, steel or aluminum. Blends
well with hot-dip coating. Meets or exceeds Military Specifications
MIL-P- 26915A, MIL-T- 26433, MIL-P- 21035, MIL-P-46105 and the
Preece Test.

CleanVu is a highly effective aerosol cleaner for glass and all hard,
non-porous surfaces. Its fast-drying, non-filming formula cleans dirt
and grime, providing streak-free shine. Ideal for cleaning glass doors
on refrigeration cases, CleanVu leaves behind nothing but clear shine
and a pleasant lemon scent. Simply spray on glass and wipe off with
a soft cloth.

13 ounce can

19 ounce can

4087-03

4081-85

Nu-Kill® Max Strike

Stainless Steel Cleaner

A “quick-kill” spray formulation EPA registered to instantly and
effectively kill wasps, hornets, yellow jackets, and scorpions from
distances up to 20 feet. Nu-Kill II also kills with residual action as wasps
and hornets return to a treated nest. The formula is safe in and around
electrical equipment, having a dielectric strength of 57,200 volts.

Nu-Calgon’s aerosol Stainless Steel Cleaner removes light soil and
restores shine to stainless steel, chrome and hard, washable surfaces.
Stainless Steel Cleaner is an oil based cleaner that is ideal for
cleaning refrigerated display cases, stainless steel appliances, brushed
aluminum, and other shiny metal surfaces. Spray on a small area at a
time, and overlap cleaned areas, polishing to perfection!

13.5 ounce can

4292-75

15 ounce can

4084-75

Lubricants

Pan-Spray®

Food-Grade Silicone

A quick and easy to use water proof rubberized coating that won’t chip,
flake, or peel. It’s ideal for sealing out rust and corrosion as well as
leaky condensate pans, cooling towers, swamp cooler, roofing, gutters
and down spout. Pan Spray is the perfect solution for emergency and
permanent repair. Dries in about 30 minutes and one can will cover 20
square feet.
16 ounce can 4296-50 White 4296-51 Black

It sprays a perfect non-stick surface on ice machine surfaces, vending
machines, coin slots, slicing machines, dairy machinery, and other
food processing and packaging equipment. An excellent lubricant that
prevents binding and sticking. Contains ingredients approved by the
F.D.A. for food contact use. USDA Approved.

11 ounce can

4084-03

Pipe-Dri®

V-Belt Dressing

Aerosol insulation which provides a moisture barrier to stop sweating
and dripping on refrigeration lines, air conditioning lines and other cold
surfaces. Quickly adheres and dries to a hard water proof coating. PipeDri makes it possible to insulate hard to reach areas.

Specially formulated to penetrate and extend modern V-Belt life and
designed to maintain efficiency and performance under today’s
increasing performance requirements. Keeps belts pliable, prevents
slippage and does away with squealing and chattering. USDA Approved.

18 ounce can

11 ounce can

4297-75

4086-03

Penetrate HD®
Loosens rusted and frozen metal parts. Frees stuck fan blades, blower
shafts, pulleys, rusted nuts and bolts, and any frozen, rusted, or
seized metal part. Unique low surface tension formula penetrates into
the smallest spaces and breaks and dissolves the bonds of rust and
corrosion. Lubricates and protects metals. Dielectric strength 40,000
volts.

Pump Protector
Protects seasonally operated pumps against corrosion during shutdowns
by “winterizing” them. When corrosion occurs in close-tolerance areas,
it can cause the impeller to stick or bind. Protect your client’s investment
and your reputation! Safe for all types of water pumps and it requires no
special rinsing at start-up.

10 ounce can

12 ounce can
17 ounce can

4299-T8

61105
61106

12 ounce can - LV*
17 ounce can - LV*

Insulation Product
A/C Shine®

Nu-Foam

A specially formulated to clean and protect the painted metal surfaces
of outdoor A/C condensing units. It sprays on and wipes off quickly and
easily without water. For use on all outdoor unit painted surfaces.

An expanding polyurethane prepolymer foam. It is used as a sealant
and insulating product used on openings created for refrigeration, air
conditioning and heating tubes or pipes, duct joints and other areas
where unwanted air penetration might occur. Contains no CFC’s nor any
HCFC’s. USDA Approved.

12 ounce can

61118

12 ounce can
20 ounce can

4293-04
4293-75

Read and understand the product’s label and Safety Data Sheet (“SDS”) for precautionary and first aid information.
The SDS is available on the Nu-Calgon website at www.nucalgon.com or is returnable by U.S. Mail upon request.
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61107
61108

